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INTRODUCTION

Protecting the health of Olympic athlete is the highest priority of the International Olympic Committee (IOC) Medical Commission.1 Emphasising this commitment, an injury surveillance system was established for all team sports during the 2004 Athens Olympic Games.2 This was followed by including individual sports in the IOC injury surveillance system, beginning with the 2008 Beijing games.3 For the 2010 Vancouver winter games, the surveillance system was expanded to include newly sustained illnesses.4 Challenging environmental conditions, including heat and humidity, cold, and altitude, pose particular risks to the health of the athlete. As athletes must also contend with the unique physical requirements of their respective sport, universal safety guidelines do not always sufficiently address sport-specific injury and other clinical risks. The interaction between the demands of the sport and the environmental conditions – even with seemingly benign environments that represent limited danger to the general population under less intense and/or shorter recreational scenarios – can present a substantial potential hazard to the health of the Olympic athlete or other elite athlete who is making an all-out effort for an extended period of time. For example, exertional heatstroke has been reported in a marathon runner recovering from a viral syndrome during a race held in a cool (6.1–9.4°C) but humid (62–99% relative humidity – RH) environment.5 Conversely, during a 21 km event in warm and humid conditions (WBGT 26.0–29.2°C), all runners finished the race without symptoms of exertional heat illness, despite body core temperature being >39°C for all of the 18 screened runners. Moreover, 10 of those asymptomatic screened finishers had a body core temperature >40°C, while two reached body heat loss, and protective clothing and limited exposure time in certain events reduces these clinical risks as well. Most athletic events are held at altitudes that pose little to no health risks; and training exposures are typically brief and well-tolerated. While these and other environment-related threats to performance and safety can be lessened or averted by implementing a variety of individual and event preventative measures, more research and evidence-based guidelines and recommendations are needed. In the mean time, the IOC Medical Commission and International Sport Federations have implemented new guidelines and taken additional steps to mitigate risk even further.
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training and competing in challenging environments? what are the safe environmental limits for training and competition? what are the best methods to prepare for and adapt to environmental challenges? what additional practical preventive measures can be put in place to further minimise health-related environmental risks? The expert panel systematically addressed these issues and provides here updated safety and research recommendations, based on the latest scientific and clinical evidence.

This consensus article is not intended to be a comprehensive review of environmental challenges and inclusive of all recommended safety procedures for training and competing in adverse climates. Rather, the intent is to highlight selected key environment-related risk factors that continue to challenge Olympic and other international-level athletes. The other priority is to re-emphasise and provide additional recommendations to address and minimise those risks associated with recent and ongoing incidents of environmentally prompted illness, injury and death in sport.

**EFFECTS OF HEAT STRESS ON HEALTH AND PERFORMANCE OF HIGH-LEVEL ATHLETES**

Environmental factors contributing to hyperthermia

External thermal load is dependent on ambient temperature, humidity, wind speed and solar radiation, and it is generally estimated by the Wet-Bulb-Globe-Temperature (WBGT) index. All of these contributing environmental factors are included in calculating WBGT from the dry (standard thermometer) temperature, the wet-bulb temperature (which indicates the true capacity of the air to evaporate water according to its RH and velocity) and the solar radiation (globe temperature). WBGT indicates the temperature of a saturated immobile air which would impose the same thermal load as the actual environment. In hot conditions, conductive heat exchange between air and skin is usually minimal because the temperature difference (ie, temperature gradient between the environment and skin or vice versa) is typically small. Notably, humidity of air plays a major role in exertional heat illness risk, particularly in hot conditions. During exercise in the heat, excessive body heat is primarily lost through evaporation of sweat at the surface of skin. If the humidity is high, the water vapour pressure of air will be high, and consequently sweating is much less effective in releasing body heat because evaporation is inhibited. Wind speed is also important given that wind can enhance heat transfer from the skin; moreover, the moving air readily replaces the skin surface air that has been enriched by evaporating water with more dry air which encourages further sweat evaporation. Certain events with an inherent elevated speed (eg, cycling) will not be affected by high heat and humidity to the same extent as sports where the body moves very little or at much lower speeds (eg, athletics, beach volleyball), because the heat release increases with wind flow and an increase in ambient temperature decreases air density and aerodynamic resistance. Lastly, infrared light from the sun (solar radiation) must also be considered, as this can be a measurable heat source to the surface of the body and often burn the skin. Sunburn can exacerbate thermal sensation during exercise and limit thermoregulation, through a locally mediated effect on sweat gland responsiveness and capacity.

In water, body heat loss is the direct result of convection between skin and water at a rate determined by the convective heat transfer coefficient that is proportional to the speed of water and the temperature difference between the skin and water; accordingly, it is therefore generally accepted that swimmers will not incur hyperthermia in water below 31°C. However, at all water temperatures, the thermal properties and design of swimmers’ garments are of tremendous importance for maintaining thermal balance. Unfortunately, empirical data from the laboratory and field to clarify the specific effects of practical water temperature ranges on athletes are limited.

For all non-aquatic events, clothing and protective gear can measurably increase thermal load, especially in the heat. The negative impact is particularly pronounced in certain sports, such as equestrian or cycling BMX, because of the protective functional design which can greatly interfere with sweat evaporation. These effects on thermal strain to athletes must be taken into consideration in each specific sport, as modifications to legal protective gear and performance clothing are not easily implemented.

**Physiological challenges during training and competition in a hot environment**

Physical and sport performance across a diverse and wide range of athletic activity, duration and intensity can be severely impaired during training and competition in hot environments. This impairment is manifested by an inability to maintain strength, power, speed, endurance, and consequently sport-specific neuromotor skill performance, prompted by premature fatigue as a result of a complex process involving multiple physiological systems and mechanisms. Sport training and competition in hot environments can pose severe challenges to cardiovascular, thermoregulatory, metabolic, neural and cognitive function, as well as yield a much greater perception of effort. The magnitude of the deleterious effects of heat stress on performance depends on the sport discipline; but generally, physiological strain typically increases with protracted sustained effort as the duration of a training session or competition progresses. Unsustainable physical activity in severe heat stress leading to hyperthermic fatigue and exhaustion is characterised by marked dehydration and progressive concomitant reductions in stroke volume, brain and active muscle blood flow (secondary to hypotension) and systemic, muscle and brain oxygen delivery coupled with augmented brain metabolism, substrate depletion and a progressive increase in body core and brain temperatures. If unchecked, this progression can lead to heat exhaustion and, in extreme cases, life-threatening exertional heatstroke during endurance and high-intensity activities characteristic of many summer Olympic sports.

**Modifiable factors to minimise risk of hyperthermia and exertional heat illness**

**Hydration**

Sufficient hydration prior to, during, and in recovery is integral to athletic performance and safety during training and competition in the heat. However, because there are large interpersonal and sport-specific variations in fluid loss, it is difficult to provide universal recommendations on adequate fluid intake. Pre to postexercise changes in body weight, as well as urine colour and volume, can help athletes to effectively assess fluid loss through sweating and estimate hydration status. Importantly, public health recommendations regarding dietary salt intake (eg, <6 g per day) may not always apply to elite athletes. Specific monitoring of daily sodium homeostasis (consumption vs sweat losses) and deliberately increasing salt intake before, throughout
and after training and sporting events to maintain sodium balance and help retain and distribute ingested water, especially in a thermally stressing environment when sweating and concomitant losses of electrolytes are extensive, is often necessary.20

Acclimatisation
Heat acclimatisation usually refers to the progressive physiological adaptations achieved to improve exercise-heat tolerance and safety by exercising in natural outdoor hot ambient conditions; whereas heat acclimation refers to an indoor laboratory protocol to obtain similar adaptive effects.21 Importantly, natural heat acclimatisation is more complete than artificial acclimation,22 as it includes other factors beyond physiological heat adaptation, such as learning pacing strategies. Sufficient sport training in a temperate environment provides partial desired adaptations,23 but it does not fully replace heat acclimatisation.24

A minimum of 1 week (although, just a few days helps) and an optimum of 2 weeks of acclimatisation are the typical recommendations for athletes, before competing in a hotter and/or more humid environment than they are accustomed to.24 However, individual needs and responses are highly variable,26 and coaches should customise the heat acclimatisation period and process to each athlete to the extent practical. Several months before a scheduled hot-weather major event, athletes should go through an exercise-heat experience similar to what they expect to encounter, in order to determine their adaptability to the heat and to assist in planning their heat acclimatisation duration and procedure for the weeks immediately preceding the event. Heat acclimatisation progress can be objectively ascertained by a decrease in sweat sodium concentration, as well as an increase in sweat rate, a decrease in core body temperature and a decrease in heart rate in response to a standard exercise protocol in the heat,27–29 although these changes are not always measurably realised. When possible, team physicians can also measure the change in plasma volume before, during and after heat acclimatisation, to predict the ability of elite athletes to cope with the heat in competitive situations, and individualise their preparation accordingly.28 Successful heat acclimisation increases work capacity in hot and neutral environments29–32 and reduces exertional heat illness risk.

Warm-up and precooling
Warm-up is fundamental to athletic performance. One of the main objectives of the warm-up period is to increase muscle temperature and promote dilation of capillaries to increase perfusion and oxygen transport to the muscles. When carried out under hot conditions, warm-up can, however, induce an undesirable level of body heat storage. Accordingly, subsequent physical activity would then begin with a higher body core temperature that could lead to earlier excessive heat strain and reduced performance. This underscores the importance of limiting warm-up intensity and duration during endurance events in hot conditions and providing enough recovery time before the start of competition to rehydrate and restore body core temperature. Precooling the athlete with cold/ice water immersion, ice vests or other garments/devices before physical activity, during the active warm-up and between exercise bouts, in order to reduce baseline body core temperature, has been shown in some experimental settings to enhance performance, especially with aerobic exercise;33 but data from actual competitive scenarios are lacking. More recently, ice slurry ingestion before exercise has been shown to be similarly effective as cold water immersion in enhancing performance in a laboratory setting.34 Precooling may thus be warranted in warm-to-hot weather conditions, especially prior to long-duration physical exertion or between multiple same-day bouts of physical activity to reduce heat strain and enhance performance.

Clothing
Sports clothing should place minimal restrictions on sweat evaporation, and the naked skin area available for evaporative heat loss should be maximised. Sport federations should thus consider potential hot and humid weather conditions when regulating the competition apparel of their athletes.

Recommendations for sporting organisations and governing bodies for reducing heat illness risk
Facilities
Event organisers and administrators should provide the best possible facilities and infrastructure for minimising the heat strain imposed on athletes throughout competition, as well as during preparation and recovery times. Such measures include, but are not restricted to, providing air-conditioned meeting rooms and locker rooms for athletes and support staff throughout the event and readily accessible shaded areas to reduce the overall heat exposure, as well as cooling stations or immediately next to the competition site. A comprehensive emergency action plan should be in place with sufficient trained staff and the capacity for whole-body rapid cooling and body core temperature monitoring of on-site athletes.

Scheduling
Organisers and sport ruling bodies should allow for rescheduling of events to a time of day where less heat stress and exposure would be expected, as well as allow for longer and more frequent breaks during competition as heat and humidity increase. Time of day can influence athletic performance in other ways as well—for example, sprint performance is reportedly better in the late afternoon than in the morning.35 Certain team sports such as running relays or football may benefit similarly. Accordingly, many athletes prefer to compete later in the day. Endurance performance in the heat, however, may benefit from the lower core temperature in the morning.36 A passive warm-up effect prompted by a diurnal increase in body temperature that peaks in the late afternoon or a warm-to-hot environment itself (but not both concomitantly) can play a role in enhancing muscle capacity and performance. Consequently, for some events, acute exposure to heat in the morning has the potential to improve the muscle function and can thus allow sprinters, for example, to reach peak performance earlier in the day that might otherwise be more naturally achievable in the late afternoon.37 This could assuage concerns of those participating in the qualification rounds scheduled earlier in the day, and might even represent an advantage for these athletes; but such a tactic could also offer more flexibility for the scheduling of a variety of events by the organiser.

Recommendations for research
While much is known, and myriad protocols have been implemented to improve safety, gaps remain. Accordingly, and recognising that research and resulting recommendations must be sport-specific, the panel recommends new research to:

▶ Better characterise the sport- and event-specific thermal and cardiovascular strain profiles of Olympic and international-
level athletes competing in the heat using ingestible temperature sensors (‘pills’) and other field-expedient monitoring devices.

- Determine evidence-based, sport-specific safety cut-off points (using on-site WBGT or other heat index) for restricting or cancelling competition.
- Develop and implement automated safety-monitoring for recognising and tracking abnormal slowing down of a participant and rapid-response procedures.
- Improve fluid replacement during endurance competition, determine optimum prehydration prior to high-intensity events (eg, 5000 and 10 000 m in athletics), and clarify the best methods for serving specific sports (eg, team sports) with effective strategies for optimising hydration.
- Determine the effectiveness and the best practice for warm-up, precooling and periodic cooling during rest periods for the elite athlete.

- Determine the performance- and safety-related acclimatisation responses of the elite athlete and the mechanism(s) behind the large interindividual variability (eg, genetic basis).

**EFFECTS OF COLD EXPOSURE ON HEALTH AND PERFORMANCE OF HIGH-LEVEL ATHLETES**

**Effects of a cold environment**

Athletes in some Olympic sports are routinely exposed to cold during training and competition (figure 1). Cold exposure facilitates body heat transfer to the environment, potentially leading to hypothermia and/or frostbite, if sufficient body heat is lost. That is, despite behavioural and physiological responses acting to preserve body temperature, core or peripheral skin temperatures can decline to critical levels, where normal metabolism and physiological function are compromised and skin and other tissue damage occurs. Environmental cooling
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**Figure 1** Windchill temperature index in Celsius and Fahrenheit. Frostbite times are for exposed facial skin.

$$\text{Wind Chill} = 35.74 + 0.6215 \cdot (\text{Temperature} - 32) + 0.4275 \cdot (\text{Wind Speed}^0.16)$$

Where, \( T_s \): Air Temperature (°F), \( v \): Wind Speed (mph)
power is not only determined by the ambient temperature, but also by wind, which facilitates convective heat loss, and wet clothing, which in turn increases evaporative heat loss. Water temperature and current can have significant cooling effects as well. Moreover, inhalation of cold air, especially during physical activity, can have additional adverse health effects both for asthmatic and healthy athletes.

Hypothermia and sports

During the past three winter Olympics, ambient temperatures have ranged from −5 to +8°C. However, metabolic heat production during exercise usually increases well above the rate of body heat loss in such and even colder air temperatures. For example, during Alpine skiing and other sliding sports, athletes can be exposed to considerable cold (low-air temperature and wind). But metabolic heat production during these activities is very high (6–11 METS, 600–1000 W), and each run during these events is completed in 3 min or less. Such brief cold exposures, coupled with such high-metabolic rates, almost certainly eliminate any risk of hypothermia during competition. And while some Nordic skiing and biathlon events require 2 h to complete, metabolic heat production during these activities is even higher, often reaching 13–18 METS (1250–1800 W). So, despite longer exposures, these very high-metabolic rates will offset heat loss and prevent athletes from developing hypothermia during competition in conditions typifying the past three winter Olympics, and probably even with much more extreme cold conditions.

The Olympic summer games include a 10 km, open-water swimming event. Body heat loss during water immersion can be many times that incurred during exposure to air of the same temperature, raising concern regarding hypothermia during open-water swimming. However, the guidelines of the governing body for aquatics, Fédération Internationale de Natation (FINA), specify that the lower limit for water temperature (measured 1 m below the surface) is 16°C. If water temperature is lower, the event will be cancelled. Thermoregulatory modelling suggests that male and female open-water swimmers will not likely experience dangerous declines in body temperature in water temperatures of 16°C and higher when swimming at typical competition speeds. However, self-reports from athletes of perceived functional limitations from cold water resulting in widespread non-finishes at a recent international open-water championships event (Quebec, 2010), when the water temperature was at 16°C lower limit, underscore the need for research examining the appropriateness of this specific federation cancellation threshold.

A potential arrhythmogenic effect of water is another concern for swimmers. The combination of cold water exposure, voluntary apnoea and face immersion may result in increased sympathetic and parasympathetic activity, possibly causing ventricular premature beats. Accordingly, cold water itself could be a contributing factor to fatal events in open-water swimming.

Frostbite and sports

Frostbite occurs when tissue temperatures fall below 0°C. Notably, wind increases convective heat loss at exposed skin and increases the risk of frostbite. This is the basis of the commonly reported ‘windchill’ equivalent temperature (figure 1). In addition, running and skiing produce wind across the body, adding to the windchill. When the windchill equivalent temperature falls below −27°C, frostbite can occur in 30 min or less at exposed skin. During Nordic skiing and biathlon, competitors achieve speeds of 24–27 km/h. At that wind speed, air temperature must be −20°C or colder to create a risk of frostbite. However, during certain Alpine skiing and sliding events, competitors achieve speeds of 60–100 km/h. At these wind speeds, air temperature of only −15°C could create a risk of frostbite. Again, however, each run is typically completed in 5 min or less; so frostbite is unlikely to occur at that time. Furthermore, windchill and the risk of frostbite at these temperatures are only applicable for exposed skin; so windproof clothing nearly eliminates that risk.

While an individual’s performance may only take a few minutes, the entire event itself lasts for many hours during which metabolic activity is substantially lower, if not near rest. Frostbite risk over these prolonged periods, especially for coaches, support staff and officials who may be standing or sitting in the cold, should be considered as well (figure 1).

Cold exposure and respiratory problems in athletes

Exercise-induced asthma (EIA) and bronchial hyper-responsiveness (BHR) occur in ≥50% of elite cross-country skiers and swimmers. EIA is thought to be caused by heat loss and water loss through respiration, while inhaled cold air greatly enhances the magnitude of exercise-induced bronchoconstriction (EIB) and reduces performance. Cold-facial temperatures increase EIB even if inhaling warm air, suggesting a parasympathetic nervous reflex. Endurance sports with cold exposure, including cross-country skiing, Nordic skiing combined, biathlon and speed skating, have a high prevalence of asthma and BHR. The causative factor is thought to be epithelial damage of respiratory mucosa, as shown in animal studies. Airway inflammation, indicated by per cent neutrophils in induced sputum, is correlated to number of training hours per week in cross-country skiers and swimmers, while age and number of competitive years in cross-country skiers has been associated with level of BHR. Furthermore, participation in competitive cross-country skiing over a winter season markedly enhanced airway inflammation in bronchial biopsies in young skiers with and without asthma. In athletes with positive metacholine BHR compared with negative metacholine BHR, sweat excretion, saliva production and tear flow were markedly reduced, indicating increased parasympathetic activity. Moreover, increased parasympathetic (vagal) activity was indicated by protection against EIB by inhaled ipratropium bromide in cross-country runners exercising at cold temperatures and in children with EIB. Altogether, these studies point to respiratory epithelial damage as the primary contributing factor to respiratory problems in endurance athletes; and this is augmented by cold exposure, thus increasing airway inflammation. Moreover, epithelial bronchial culture cells from asthmatics have been shown to heal more slowly after scarring compared with healthy individuals. However, the healing rate was greatly enhanced by adding steroids to cell culture.

Cutaneous vasoconstriction prompted by cold water exposure can increase venous return, leading to an increase in blood pressure and central vascular volume.Reportedly, this can result in acute pulmonary oedema and hemoptysis in swimmers, similar to swimming-induced or immersion-related pulmonary congestion.

Acclimatisation

The effects of cold acclimatisation in humans are minimal, and provide little, if any practical advantage in terms of preserving normal body temperature and preventing cold injury.
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Cold exposure summary

Hypothermia and/or frostbite are very unlikely for rested, fit elite athletes wearing wind protective clothing and competing in weather conditions typical of the recent three Winter Olympics, because high-metabolic rates and brief exposures limit body heat losses. A very conservative ambient air temperature limit of −15 °C during events could be justified to mitigate frostbite risk. Risk may be higher for athletes during training due to overtraining or fatigue effects, and atypically cold temperatures could increase frostbite risk for Alpine skiing and sliding events due to high speeds (wind) achieved. Although thermoregulatory modelling suggests that hypothermia is unlikely for the athlete swimming in water of 16 °C, field reports indicate that numerous swimmers can suffer from perceived functional limitations, emphasising the need for definitive field-of-play research.

Increased ventilation during repeated physical training and competition, with resulting airway inflammation and increased parasympathetic activity enhanced by cold exposure, is the probable cause of increased prevalence of asthma and BHR in cold weather. Inhaled steroids are important for the healing process and have been shown not to improve the performance in healthy athletes. The athlete asthma phenotype is characterised by the presence of BHR, cough and phlegm. Symptoms occur more frequently after closely repeated competitions, and exacerbations are frequently caused by respiratory viral infections. The first symptoms of asthma often occur when competing with a respiratory tract infection.

Practical recommendations

For athletes who train and compete in the cold, a number of key practical guidelines can improve comfort and minimise exposure-related clinical risk in these conditions. Key recommendations include:

- Environmental measures:
  - Weather conditions (wind, air temperature) should be measured and recorded before and during outdoor events. The site where the weather conditions are measured should be as close as possible to the location where competitors will be most exposed to the weather conditions.
  - Standardised charts to compute the effective wind-chill temperature from air temperature and wind speed should be provided to appropriate officials, and the speed range for competitors in the different winter events should be printed on that same chart and used to compute effective wind-chill temperature when natural wind speed is less than the speed of the competitor.
  - Competitions should be avoided when competitors would be exposed to combinations of air temperature and wind speed (including the speed of the competitor) that achieve an effective wind-chill temperature colder than −27 °C.
  - Protection equipment for cold air exposure should be used during training at low temperatures.
  - It is important to provide regular medical follow-up of elite endurance athletes with cold exposure to detect frostbite, BHR or EIB early.
  - Efforts for optimal asthma treatment and monitoring should focus on:
    - Early anti-inflammatory treatment (inhaled steroids) (avoid possible adrenal suppression during exercise).

- Necessary bronchodilator treatment before exercise and if needed on regular basis focusing on inhaled anticholinergic treatment. (be aware of possible tolerance development to regular use of inhaled β2-agonists).
- Other antiasthmatic treatment as indicated.
- As some asthma treatments are on the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) Prohibited List, treating physicians should be aware of the latest WADA recommendations for therapeutic use exemptions (TUE) for those athletes who are subject to antidoping regulations. From 1st January 2012, only the inhaled β2 agonist terbutalin needs TUE; the other commonly used inhaled β2-agonists salbutamol, salmeterol and formoterol, as well as all inhaled steroids are no longer on the prohibited list and are thus free for use.
- Athletes participating in open-water swimming events where the water temperature may be cold should ensure that they become familiar with the venue and are exposed to the water ahead of time, and be sure that they participate in a sufficient warm-up.

Recommendations for research

To further improve safety in cold for all participants, the panel recommends new research to examine:

- Accurate measures of metabolic heat production rates during all cold-weather sport events.
- Prediction modelling to estimate probable body core and exposed skin temperature changes during all cold-weather competitive events, so as to determine a realistic range of ambient conditions that would provide an evidence-based definition of safe and appropriate weather and water temperature limits for competition.
- Using ingestible core temperature ‘pills’ and other telemetry technology to directly measure body core temperature and other physiological changes during each cold-weather competitive event (real or simulated).
- Respiratory epithelial damage and airway inflammation from cold air exposure that are involved in development of BHR in winter athletes.
- Novel treatment options to prevent respiratory epithelial damage from cold air exposure and promote epithelial repair.

EFFECTS OF ALTITUDE ON HEALTH AND PERFORMANCE OF HIGH-LEVEL ATHLETES

By conventional definitions of altitude (table 1), most athletic events are held at altitudes that pose little to no health risks; yet even modest altitudes can affect performance. Decreased barometric pressure at altitude reduces air density and the...
O2 demand of the heart is the same as well. However, there exercise in acute moderate hypoxia is comparable with that at sea level.81 but there is currently no evidence of increased arterial oxygen content. During maximal (and supra-maximal) exercise at moderate altitude, V̇O₂ and locomotor muscle blood flow will reach maximum values, which are similar to those observed at sea level.76–78 The blood pressure response during exercise in acute moderate hypoxia is comparable with that observed during exercise at sea level, and consequently the O₂ demand of the heart is the same as well. However, there is no indication of reduced myocardial contractility during maximal exercise, even at a higher altitude.79 80 Consequently, the cardiovascular risks incurred during exercise at moderate altitude can be considered similar to those assumed during the same exercise modes at sea level. The only particular difference may be represented by the few elite endurance athletes having severe exercise-induced arterial hypoxaemia at sea level. These athletes may develop more severe hypoxaemia at mild altitude,81 but there is currently no evidence of increased cardiovascular risk for elite athletes exercising at moderate altitude. As a caution, individuals (e.g., coaches and other support staff) with cardiovascular or pulmonary diseases who are accompanying athletes travelling to moderate or high altitude ought to seek medical advice.

Cardiovascular and pulmonary system

During submaximal exercise, cardiac output (Q) and locomotor muscle blood flow are increased, offsetting the reduction in arterial oxygen content. During maximal (and supra-maximal) exercise at moderate altitude, Q and locomotor muscle blood flow will reach maximum values, which are similar to those observed at sea level.76–78 The blood pressure response during exercise in acute moderate hypoxia is comparable with that observed during exercise at sea level, and consequently the O₂ demand of the heart is the same as well. However, there is no indication of reduced myocardial contractility during maximal exercise, even at a higher altitude.79 80 Consequently, the cardiovascular risks incurred during exercise at moderate altitude can be considered similar to those assumed during the same exercise modes at sea level. The only particular difference may be represented by the few elite endurance athletes having severe exercise-induced arterial hypoxaemia at sea level. These athletes may develop more severe hypoxaemia at mild altitude,81 but there is currently no evidence of increased cardiovascular risk for elite athletes exercising at moderate altitude. As a caution, individuals (e.g., coaches and other support staff) with cardiovascular or pulmonary diseases who are accompanying athletes travelling to moderate or high altitude ought to seek medical advice.

Acute mountain sickness

Acute exposure of non-acclimatised individuals to moderate altitude may lead to acute mountain sickness (AMS), which is a self-limiting condition comparable with having a ‘hang-over’ or migraine attack.82 It can be treated by rest and prevented by slow (staged) ascent or preceding exposures (preacclimatisation).83 The prevalence of AMS is 0–25% at moderate altitude, depending on the individual susceptibility.84 Severe obesity and pulmonary disease are additional risk factors for AMS that may be relevant for accompanying staff. AMS prevalence is not different between normobaric and hypobaric hypoxia at the same ambient PO₂.85 86 Living or sleeping at moderate altitude for 6–16 h/day does not cause discomfort attributable to hypoxia.87 Moreover, exposures over a few minutes to 2–3 h (more severe hypoxia (equivalent to 5000–6000 m above sea level) are too short to cause AMS and are well tolerated by healthy athletes at rest and during exercise. Life-threatening high-altitude pulmonary and cerebral oedema rarely occur below 3000 and 4000 m above sea level, respectively, and only after several days of exposure, and therefore are not concerns at altitudes where most competitions are carried out.88

Preparation and other considerations for events held at low and moderate altitudes

The key factor in reducing clinical risk and optimising performance is to arrive to the site of competition or to a site of equivalent altitude some time well ahead of the actual event.89 Arriving 2 weeks before competition at moderate altitude and allowing 1 or 2 days of rest before taking up regular training, is the typical recommended approach. At moderate altitude, most athletes will acclimatise within 2 weeks. Partial acclimatisation leading to improved performance can be achieved within 5–7 days, but some individuals may need more time. For acclimatisation at lower altitudes, less time may be sufficient. It is not clear whether modalities such as training in hypoxia while living in normoxia or ‘live high and train low’ are beneficial for elite athletes competing at moderate altitude. An acclimatisation period over about 2 weeks is also important for sports which are affected by low-air density, as emphasised in the segment (above) on performance.88

Nutrition

Haemoglobin concentration increases acutely with altitude exposure because of diuresis and over time by increased erythropoiesis. At moderate altitude, the diuretic response is small and may not be noticed. In athletes with poor-iron status, erythropoiesis is likely to be impaired.90 Therefore, athletes should be checked for serum ferritin about 8–10 weeks prior to exposure to moderate altitude for training or competition. Based on the current evidence, athletes are often advised to increase their dietary iron intake or receive iron supplementation orally when serum ferritin values are less than 30 μg/l for women or 40 μg/l for men.95

Hypoxia for improvement of performance near sea level

Placebo-controlled double-blind studies show that passive exposure to hypoxia over several hours does not improve aerobic or anaerobic performance.93–95 Whether training in hypoxia while living in normoxia is superior to training in normoxia for enhancing performance of elite athletes near sea level needs to be investigated in carefully controlled double-blind studies. Moreover, the purported performance gain by living at simulated moderate altitude and training at low altitude94 has been challenged recently.95

Recommendations for research

Specific to the effects of altitude on athlete health and performance, the panel recommends future investigations to:

▶ Study the effects of training in hypoxia and live high, train low modalities on performance at sea level and low and moderate altitude using a placebo-controlled double-blind design.

▶ Determine the effect of duration of altitude acclimatisation on performance: how many days does it take to achieve maximal improvement of performance at a particular altitude?

▶ Obtain high-quality (invasive) data on the cardiovascular response to exercise at low and moderate altitude in elite athletes.

▶ Investigate the combination of heat, cold and competition stress on performance or AMS at low and moderate altitude.
INTERNATIONAL SPORT FEDERATIONS: RECOGNISING THE RISKS

Epidemiological data from the USA show that an estimated 5946 persons were treated in US emergency departments each year during 2001–2009 for exertional heat illness incurred while participating in a sport or recreational activity. 52 According to the Annual Survey of (American) Football Injury Research, 132 fatalities have been documented from exertional heatstroke from 1931 through 2009, and between two and five cases per year in recent years. 96 In cycling at the 2002 Argus Cycle Tour in South Africa, five deaths from exertional heatstroke were reported. 99 These data show that there is a measurable risk of severe exercise/heat-related illness and injury in certain sports. It should be noted, however, that most participants in these studies are adolescent, collegiate or recreational athletes. Accordingly, there is limited reported evidence to date indicating a high-exertional heat illness risk among athletes during Olympic or other competitive events at the world championship level. However, this neither confirms a lack of risk nor mitigates the need to comprehensively examine heat-related challenges and provide standards to further minimise potential exertional heat illness risk – even with these elite international-level athletes.

Accordingly, international federations have responded to the environmental challenges and health risks in sport. For example, although there is no record of heat-related deaths in elite football or beach volleyball, the Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) and the Fédération Internationale de Volleyball (FIVB) have established guidelines to avoid the scheduling of matches during the hottest periods of the day to reduce exertional heat illness risk to the players. Other measures include allowing cooling breaks (in the 2008 Olympic Games men’s football final, cooling breaks were introduced at 30 and 75 min), permitting more frequent side changes or timeouts (used on the FIVB beach volleyball World Tour to allow players to rest and rehydrate). Also, plenty of ice, cold towels, cool mist spray and water/rehydration fluids are readily available to encourage athlete cooling. Another key preventive measure is systematic monitoring of the environmental conditions. In certain sports, including marathon running and FIFA and FIVB competitions, WBGT recordings are used to guide decisions on implementing additional on-site measures to improve the safety of athletes.

With cold-weather competition, winter sports federations such as the Fédération Internationale de Ski (FIS) closely monitor air temperature and wind, in order to make the most appropriate recommendations on limiting cold exposure for these athletes, so as to minimise the risk of hypothermia, frostbite and other cold-related problems. Both the Nordic skiing events as well as biathlon have enforced temperature limitations on organisers of World Cup races; and many national federations have even more all-encompassing rules and measures to limit cold exposure.

Another venue of recognised concern is with marathon swimming, where there are unique environmental challenges and safety concerns in the open water posed by the weather, currents and tides, pollutants and flora and fauna. In response to these environmental threats, FINA has instituted changes to protect health and safety of the swimmer. For example, low- and high-temperature limits have been added to the rules and recommendations, respectively, to ensure that athletes are not exposed to potentially dangerous extremes in water temperatures. In addition, strict water quality protocols and emergency procedures ensuring athlete safety have been instituted.

While altitude appreciably increases physiological strain, inhibits performance, and prompts a variety of clinical symptoms in unprepared and unacclimated individuals, elite athletes rarely compete in settings higher than 2000 m above sea level. However, myriad athletes regularly use altitude training above this level to improve performance at low or moderate altitude. Accordingly, guidelines and measures to improve altitude acclimatisation, tolerance, and safety have been reviewed and warrant additional attention. 55

OVERALL CONSENSUS – WHAT ELSE CAN BE DONE?

While physiology and medicine have been looking after both healthy and pathological organisms for centuries, exercise physiology is a relatively young subdiscipline. The physiology of the exercising human has been primarily studied from occupational, military and laboratory situations. Therefore, there is a clear need for sports federations, team doctors and researchers to collaborate in obtaining much more data and publishing the findings on the specific population of elite athlete. The challenge is now to move from the knowledge of the ‘standard human physiological responses’ to determining and considering the specific characteristics, responses and behaviour of the elite athlete training and competing across the breadth of encountered environmental extremes.

Accordingly, the panel applauds the IOC Medical Commission’s and International Sport Federations’ demonstrated commitments to athlete safety. However, we urge the Commission and Federations leaders to assertively and openly press further in their pursuit to better appreciate, closely monitor and appropriately respond to the health and safety challenges in all sport venues, so every Olympic and international-level athlete is adequately protected and thus given the opportunity to demonstrate optimal athletic performance.
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